THE SPIRIT

HIGHLIGHTS
HIGHLIGHTS
Space and freedom
The Spirit by Sunseeker Holiday Homes offers a
perfect combination of space and luxury.
The Spirit is a strong contender for those who
love modern living. A modern yet luxurious model,
perfect for couples or families who enjoy the finer
things in life with everything on hand to make
life easy and practical.
As with all Sunseeker Holiday Homes, the Spirit
comes standard with double glazing and central
heating.

Stunning open-plan kitchen
and dining area with ample
storage
Open-plan living area
Option of front opening
French Doors
Lounge feature backboard
wall with back lighting and
modern glass fire
Modern, contemporary
lounge with freestanding
sofa and chairs
Large family bathroom with
walk-in shower
Well equipped kitchen
offering a real unique and
stylish feel.

The Spirit
With a real feel of modern luxury, the interior comprises of contemporary blues, light greys, natural oak and
cream to offer a classy finish. The modern styling is complimented with the in vogue fabrics to bring a
comfortable and homely feel.
The Spirit is entered via its large kitchen/diner and offers a real wow factor. Ample storage space is a plus
point to this model, and the Spirit offers a well-equipped kitchen with integrated fridge freezer, oven, hob
and extractor. Shaker style kitchen units are perfectly finished with light oak work tops to offer a modern
country feel. The galley arrangement allows ample space for the 4-seater dining table. The living space
flows perfectly and yet clearly defines each areas use. The living room offers an oak feature TV unit and
fire with complete with stylish accent chairs.

Spirit layout and accommodation
This 38 x 12ft 2 bedroom model offers a large kitchen/diner leading through to a family
lounge. A large shower room with double shower sits opposite a twin bedroom, with the master bedroom
sitting adjacent comprising en-suite and WC and wash handbasin.

Sunseeker Holiday Homes reserves the right to change any materials, fittings etc shown in
this brochure and without prior notice. Photography may show features that are not
standard. This includes props that are used for illustrative purposes. All Sunseeker Holiday
Homes are built to EN1647 or BS3632 unless otherwise stated. E&OE
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